
THE BEAUTY MYTH
ACTIVITIES AND DISCUSSION POINTS



PART 1 – SMALL GROUPS – 1ST HOUR

 Group 1: Michelle, Mona, Zach, Leo 

 Group 2: Evelyn, Sheyla, Jamie, Steven

 Group 3: Adriel, Samuel, Rebecca, Desiree

 Group 4: Bryant, Josie, Josh, Robyn

 Group 5: Emma R., Emma D., Ryan, Ethan

 Group 6: Daniela, Jackie, Jacob, Jesus

 Group 7: Sam, Arkayla, Sammy, Eva



PART 1 – SMALL GROUPS – 7TH HOUR

 Group 1: Jakob,  Amberly, Maggie, Emmanuel

 Group 2: Matthew, Rose, Emma, David

 Group 3: Alyssa, Caley, Payton, Fantah

 Group 4: Erin, Destiny, Roberto, Andrew

 Group 5: Paula, Paloma, Alex, Dorcas

 Group 6: Jacky, Emily, Veda, Lauren, Sierra

 Group 7: Ryan, Yolanda, Mikey, Valentina



PART 1 (1-85) DISCUSSION QUESTIONS AND 

TASK
Directions: With your small groups, review Part 1 of The Beauty Myth, focusing primarily on the active reading questions 

you answered. Also, go through the task you were assigned and discuss your ideas—similarities? Differences? Implications? 

1.) One of Naomi Wolf’s main arguments or causes for concern is the idea that society continues to control women. This aspect she claims is due to a 

“beauty myth”-an obsession with physical perfection that traps the modern woman in an endless spiral of hope, self-consciousness, and self-hatred as she 

tries to fulfill society’s impossible definition of “the flawless beauty.” Does physical perfection exist? Can women also be held responsible for the idea of 

physical perfection?

2.) Explain why Naomi Wolf starts her discussion by referring to the positive effects of the feminist movements in the 1970s?

3.) How does Wolf’s comparison between older and younger women in the 3rd paragraph help convey her argument?

4.) Wolf talks about the Bona Fide Occupational Qualifications, or BFOQ, (pg 27) which allows employers to hire women based on femininity, or lack 

thereof. What qualifies a woman as feminine, according to these beliefs?

5.) Wolf claims that our culture shows women as either having beauty or intelligence, but not both (pg 59). What effects might this have on girls’ attitudes 

toward education?

6.) The double standard between men and women is implied throughout the novel. How have double standards continued in a society that stresses equality?

TASK: Create a list of items associated with the beauty myth. Your list should contain at least 10 items.

 Example: I might consider the role that lipstick plays in the perception of women. Is it the lipstick’s fault that it feminizes women? 

Should women not wear lipstick because it feminizes women? What if a woman simply likes the way lipstick looks on her lips? So, 

women should not be afraid to wear lipstick, as long as they WANT to, not because they think others will judge them if they don’t. 

etc.



QUESTION 3 – ARGUMENTATIVE ESSAY

 On the AP Exam, Question 3 of the essay portion is an 
organic argumentative essay.  

 This is where you show off your own rhetorical skills by 
creating an argument. There is no safety net—your 
evidence must come from your head. 

 You will be presented with a question or an idea and 
asked to develop your own argument or explanation. 
Evidence for your claims for this essay come from your 
reading, your general knowledge, and your experience. 

 Evidence: 

 Real-life, hypothetical (what if?)—should still be logical, 
realistic, and based on patterns of cause and effect, specific, 
general 

 You may use first person, but don’t go overboard. Use it 
in the Universal sense, not in a way that expresses your 
opinions with qualifiers. 

 Thesis (or full intro—thesis should be the last 
sentence of intro)

 Body 1 – Evidence 1

 Body II – Evidence 2

 Body III – Evidence 3

 Conclusion 

 WHY DOES THIS MATTER? Consistently 
connect your argument back to the importance 
of the issue.



QUESTION 3 – READ THE PROMPT. COME UP WITH 4 IDEAS FOR 

SUPPORT AND EVIDENCE.

 Naomi Wolf says that “the quality called ‘beauty’ objectively and universally 
exists. Women must want to embody it and men must want to possess 
women who embody it. This embodiment is an imperative for women and not 
for men, whose situation is necessary and natural because it is biological, 
sexual, and evolutionary.”

 Write an essay in which you explain your position on beauty and whether or 
not Wolf’s concept of “beauty” is relevant and true today. Use appropriate 
evidence from your reading, experience, or observations to support your 
argument. You have 40 minutes.



QUESTION 3 – ARGUMENT 

ESSAY – SCORING GUIDELINES

The essay’s score should reflect the essay’s quality as a whole. Remember that students only had 40 minutes to read and write; the essay, therefore, is not a finished product 
and should not be judged by standards appropriate for an out-of-class assignment. Evaluate the essay as a draft, making certain to reward students for what they do well. 

All essays, even those scored 8 or 9, may contain occasional lapses in analysis, prose style, or mechanics. Such features should enter into your holistic evaluation of an essay’s 
overall quality. In no case should you give a score higher than a 2 with errors in grammar and mechanics that persistently interfere with your understanding of meaning. 

9 – Essays earning a score of 9 meet the criteria for an 8 and, in addition, are especially sophisticated in their argument, thorough in their development or impressive in their 
control of language. 

8 – Effective – Essays earning a score of 8 effectively argue a position on the topic. The evidence and explanations used are appropriate and convincing, and the argument* 
is especially coherent and well developed. The prose demonstrates a consistent ability to control a wide range of the elements of effective writing but is not necessarily 
flawless.

7 – Essays earning a score of 7 meet the criteria for a 6 but provide more complete explanation, more thorough development, or more mature prose style. 

6 – Adequate – Essays earning a score of 6 adequately argue a position on the topic. The evidence and explanations are appropriate and sufficient, and the argument is 
coherent and adequately developed. The language may contain lapses in diction or syntax, but generally the prose is clear.  

5 – Essays earning a score of 5 argue a position on the topic. The evidence and explanations used may be uneven, inconsistent, or limited. The writing may contain lapses in 
diction or syntax, but is usually conveys the student’s ideas.

4 – Inadequate – Essays earning a score of 4 inadequately argue a position on the topic. The evidence or explanations used may be inappropriate, insufficient, or 
unconvincing. The argument may have lapses in coherence or be inadequately developed. The prose generally conveys the student’s ideas but may be inconsistent in 
controlling the elements of effective writing. 

3 – Essays earning a score of three meet the criteria for a 4 but demonstrate less success in arguing a position on the topic. The essays may show less maturity in their control 
of writing. 

2 – Little Success – Essays earning score of 2 demonstrate little success in arguing a position on the topic. The student may misunderstand the prompt or substitute a 
simpler task by responding to the prompt tangentially with unrelated, inaccurate, or inappropriate explanation. The prose often demonstrates consistent weaknesses in writing, 
such as grammatical problems, a lack of development or organization, or a lack of control. 

1 – Essays earning a score of 1 meet the criteria for the score of 2 but are undeveloped, especially simplistic in their explanation and argument, weak in their control of writing, 
or especially lacking in coherence and development.

1. Self Score 

2. Score essay overall (see below)

3. Explain--offer one area to WORK on and another 

that wows!

4. Initials next to score/comments


